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D 
This document describes the analytical procedures currently 
used at the Environmental Health Center, New York ·State •Depart-. 
ment of Health, for ,the chemica.l analysis of water and sediments 
in the Gen.esee River -Watersh~d :Study. 
€0NTEN'PS 
DATA SHEETS 
I. WATER COLUMN ANALYSIS (FLOW CHART) 
A. NUTRIENT ELCEMENTS 
1. NITROGEN, Total particulate, Kjeldahl (Micro) 
2. NITROGEN, Kjeldahl (including NH3) 
3. NITROGEN, Ammonia as N 
4. NITROGEN, Nitri-te as N 
5. NITROGEN, Nitrate as N 
6. PHOSPHORUS, Total <diss0lved as P 
7. PHOSPHORUS, Total particulate as p 
8. PHOSPHORUS, Orthophosphate as p 
9. CARBON, Dissolved organic 
10. CARBON, Particulate organic 
11. CHLORIDES 
12. SILICON, as Sio2 
13. SULFATE 
B. METALs· 
1. ARSENIC 
2. CADMIUM 
3. CALCIUM 
4. CHROMIUM 
5. COBALT 
6. COPPER 
7. IRON 
a .. LEAD 
9. MAGNESIUM 
10. MANGANESE 
11. MERCURY 
12. NICKEL 
13. POTASSIUM 
14. SODIUM 
15. ZINC 
II. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS (FLOW CHART) 
A. NUTRIENT ELEMENTS 
1. NITROGEN, Total N in dry solids 
2. PHOSPHORUS, Total P in dry solids 
3. CARBON, Total C in dry solids 
4. CARBON, Total organic C in dry solids 
B. METALS 
1. ARSENIC 
2. CALCIUM 
3. CADMIUM 
4. CHROMIUM 
5. COPPER 
6. IRON 
7. LEAD 
8. MAGNESIUM 
9. MANGANESE 
10. MERCURY 
11. NICKEL 
12. POTASSIUM 
13. SODIUM 
14. ZINC 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 
Water Coiumn Analysis 
The methods outlined~irr this manu~l for water column 
<fnaly.sis have beett used during the past se,'J'en years in the Ne~· 
York State Department of It~a--d:th eutrop~icataoro- res.earch prograJn 
directed by Dr. G. w. Funs;. 
A flow diagram of. the samp-le liandl:ing_. anc:l:J p~es.e,:-vation ~ 
techniques for nutrient's and· trace rhe't·a:ls i·s- presented>• i_n Fig. 1. 
The sample is split into several subsamples as required• If dis-
solved and particulate analyses are desired, a 300-ml sUbsample 
is filtered in the field through a 0.45-~m Celite-coated Millipore 
filter. The filtrate and the reSUS,PShded residue ar.e tben analyzed 
for dissolveq and particulat~materiaL respectively. A~iquots of 
the acidified subsample, are used: for trat:e metail analys:is-: by fl_ame 
atomic absorption spectrophotdfnetry. SepaJ:ate aliquots· axe u.sed 
for the deterrrtination- of ar~eni.C and- meJ:cU~··· 
Tne st:atis-'t:!i":ca1.' in-fo:rrntation· pre·sen:teci fo!! each pa~amete.r:­
was obtained in tfii-s raoora-'tcrny· dUring 1'9l75 •. 
Tfie rarig'e' ~epo·rted~ ref:e-J:TS' tic' the aetu-aJ. wo.rkirt·g range 
used in tWis rabora~ory in. routin~ ana~y.si~' ~f la~g~ numbers of 
samples. 
Minimum reportable concentration indicates the lowest 
result reported for an analytical determination. This value 
corresponds to an estimate of the result which is different from 
zero at the 95% confidence level. Results that are sma-ller than 
one-half the minimum reportable concentration are reported as 
"less thah" values. 
-2-
Significance thresho'la represents the smallest value re-
ported with two significant figures. 
For all procedures described here blanks and quality control 
check samples (either supplied by the National Bureau of Standards 
or secondary standards calibrated by this laboratory) are routinely 
analyzed. Periodic evaluation of procedures and computational 
methods is also done routinely. 
Abbreviations used in this manual: 
APHA American Public Health Association 
EPA (United States) Environmental Protection Agency 
NYSDH New York State Department of Health 
t. 
RSD Relative Standard Deviation 
USGS United States Geological Survey 
SEDIMENT ANALYSIS FLOW CHART 
FIELD COLLECTION AND 
REFRIGERATION 
I 
SPLIT AND WET SIEVED 
FROZEN -2 mm 
AIR DRIED OVEN DRIED 
room temp 105-110°C 
SIEVED 
EXTRACTION 
TOTAL DRY SIEVED 
-100 mesh .PHOSPHORUS -100 mesh 
I j 
CARBON TOTAL METALS 
NITROGEN ANALYSIS PHOSPHORUS HN03-H202 
As Hg Cd Cr Cu Fe Pb Mn Ni J Zn 
s Se No K Co Mg Si AI 
. 
NH 4 0Ac M"T PHOSPHORUS 
{NH4)2C204 NoOH 
DIOTHIONITE Fe DIOTHION ITE 
CITRATE CITRATE 
NH20H Mn HCI 
·------------------
-. ·.· ,. ,. _;;;:\, total particulate 
Kjeldahl (Mic~o) # 033409 
' 
COLL3CTION: 
CONTAINER: 
PRETREATME~T: 
PRESERVATION: 
TRA:;\TSIT TIME: 
3 liters using a dep~h-integrating sampler 
Pqlyethylene bottle 
300~ml aliquot filte~ed throug~ a pre~ashed 
0.45-um Millipore fil~er coated with Celite. 
Residue and Celite are resuspended in 10 ml 
of NH 3- free distilled water. 
Resuspended ~esiaue frozen at site in dry-
ice chest 
< 2 days 
METHOD: A 2 ml slurry of the residller. and Celite is d).gested 
with acid. Nitrogen is dete·;rmined by ·the Indo-
phenol blu~ method: ~H3 is reacted wjth phenol- and 
hypochlorite in. alkaline medium to form a blue com-
plex. 
INS':'RUXE',.NTATIO~: Ba~sch ?lJ.d ... ~omb 400 Spect.rophotometer 
with digital prihtout 
RANGE: 30-600 ug N/liter 
QuA~TITY ANALYZEu: 2 ml (Celite ~lurry) 
?RECISION: Not available 
INTERFERENCES: 20 
STATUS: NYSDH, APHA, EPA 
REFERENCES: 2, 8, 16, 18, 20 
:JA'7:A.~EPORT: 
\ 
HIY:::~m~ REPORTJ>2I.E CONCENTRATION: 30 llg N/li ter 
• SIC·~I?ICANCE 'FHRESHOLD: Not.·ava.ilable 
FOK~dT: Computer-Line Pri~ter Outpyt with Magnetic ~~1e Storage 
~n~iron~~ntal H~alth -C~nter 
,,Division -of t,~bo+atO"r:i_e~ and Research 
New --.York' Stat~. Department· of Health 
'\ :;_ ·:,·:~OGEN, total dissolved P il..RAYiE'l'Zf-<. ] 
including NH3 , Kjeldahl # 006401 
------------..J.---~---~ 
~~fective date 3/1/75 
CON~t'J.\INEH: 
PRESERVATION: 
TRANSI'TI TIME: 
3 liters using a depth-integrating sampler 
Polyethylene bottle 
100-ml aliquot filtered through a prewashed 
0.45-~m Millipore filter coateq with Celite 
Filtered aliquot frozen at site in dry-ice chest 
< 2 days 
B. METHOD: A 25-ml aliquot of filtered water sample is digested with 
acid. Nitrogen is determined by the Indophenol plue 
method: NH3 is reacted with phenol and hypochlorite in 
alkaline medium to form a blue complex. 
INSTRUMENTATION: 
.. 
Bausch and Lomb 400 Spectrophotometer with 
digital printout 
RANGE: 0.05-0.50 mg N/liter 
QUAN1ITY ANALYZED: 25 ml 
PRECISION: RSD 35% at 0.26 mg N/liter 
INTERFERENCES: 20 
STATU&: NYSDH, APHA, EPA 
REFERE~CES: · -2, · 6·, ·B-r- 16 ,--18-,--20 
C .. ~REPORT: 
UNITS: mg N/liter 
MINIHUM REPORTABLE CONCENTRATION: 0.05 mg N/liter 
SIG:::.JIFICANCE THRESHOLD: 0.10 mg N/liter 
FOfu~T: Computer Line Printer Output with Magnetic Tape Storage 
REPORTED EY: Environmental Health Center 
Division of Laboratories and Research 
New York State Department of Health 
1 
~=TR0GEN, total dissolved 
including NH3 , Kjeldahl 
~~fective date 3/1/75 
# 006401 
COLLECTION: 3 liters using a depfh-integrating sampler 
CON~('i\IN:rm: Polyethylene bottle 
l.>J\J·:'L'l\J·:/\'J.'MJ·:N'I.': 10 0-ml aliquot filtered through a prewashed 
0.45-~m Millipore filter coateq with Celite 
PRESERVATION: Filter~d aliquot frozen at site in dry-ice chest 
TRANSI~ TIME: < 2 days 
B. METHOD: A 25-ml aliquot of filtered water sample is digested with 
acid. Nitrogen is determined by the Indophenol blue 
method: NH3 is reacfed with phenol and hypochlorite in 
alkaline medium to form a blue complex. 
INS'!'RUMEN1'ATION: 
.. 
Bausch and Lomb 400 Spectrophotometer with 
digitq.l printout 
RANGE; 0.05-0.50 mg N/liter 
QUANfiTY ANALYZED: 25 ml 
PRECISION: RSD 35% at 0.26 .mg N/liter 
INTE-RFERENCES: 20 
STATUS: NYSDH, APHA, EPA 
REFERE;-:JCES: · 2, · 6·, ·B·r· 16,-- 18-r 20 
C. .~ REPORT: 
UNITS: mg N/liter 
MINIHUM REPORTABLE CONCENTRATION: 0.05 mg N/liter 
SIG::JIFICANCE THRESHOLD~ 0.10 mg N/liter 
~0~~'!': Computer Line ~rinter Output with Magnetic Tape Storage 
REPORTED BY: Environ~ental Health Center 
Division of Laboratories and Research 
New York State Department of Health 
< 
NITROGEN, ammonia as N ~n· water 
Effective date 4/1/75 
A. SAHPLING: 
P.A'RAMET·ER 
# 000501 
COLLECTION: 3 liters using a depth-integrating sampler 
CONTAINER: 
11 
PRETREATMENT: 
PRESERVATION: 
TRA...~SIT TIHE: 
B. METHOD: 
- . 
Polyethylene bottle 
300-ml al~quot f±lt~r~d through a prewashed 
0.45-~m Millipore filter 
Filtered aliquot frozen a_t site 'in dry-ice 
chest 
< 2 days 
Indophe~ol.bl~e~ NH3 is reacted with phenol and hypgchlorite in alkalipe medium to form a blue 
complex~ . Ni troprus.side is used as a catalyst 
to facilitate color development at 37.5°C. 
INSTRUMENTATION: Technicon AutoAnalyzer 
RANGE: 0.05-0.50 mg N/liter 
QUANTITY ANALYZED: 4 ml 
PRECISION: RSD 18~ at 0.10 mg N/liter 
5.7%at 0.46 mg N/liter 
. , 
INTERFERENCES: 2~ 
STATUS:' NYSDH, APHA, EPA 
REFERENCES : 4, 8, 18, 19, 20 
C. DATA REPORT: 
UNITS: mg N/liter 
. . 
·, 
HINIHUM REPORTABLE CONCENTRATION: 0.05 mg N/liter 
SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLD: 0.10 mg N/liter 
FORMAT: Computer Line Printer Output with Magnetic Tape Stor~sc 
- .. ,, ..... 
REPORTED BY: Environmental, Hc.f)lth Ccl)ter 
oi:visi~!l. ?i:: Lpp~ra.to;::;ics ana He.sc.:u:ch 
New York State Department of Health 
\ 
NITROGEN, ammonia as N in water PARAMETER 
# 000501 
Effective date 8/1/75 
1!. SAMPLING: 
COLLECTION: 
CONTAINE~; 
PRETREATMENT: 
PR~SERVATION~ 
TRA..~SIT Tl:ME: 
B. ME'rHOD: 
3 liters using a depth-integrating sampler 
Polyethylene bottle 
300-ml qliquot filtered through a prewashed 
0.45-~m Millipore filter 
Filtered aliquot frozen at site in dry-ice 
chest 
< 2 days 
Indophenol blue: NH3 is reacted with phenol and 
hypochlorite in alkaline medium to form a blue 
complex.· Nitroprusside is used as a ca~alyst 
to facilitate color development at 37.5 C. 
INSTRUMENTATION: Technicon AutoAnalyzer 
RANGE: 0.005 .. 0.1 mg N/liter 
QUANTITY ANALYZED: 4 ml 
PRECISION: RSD 19% at 0.047 mg N/liter 
10% at 0.090 mg N/liter 
. 
INTERFERENCES: 2{) 
STATUS: ~YSDH, APHA, EPA 
REFERENCES : 4, 8, 18, 19., 20 
C. DATA REPORT: 
UNITS: mg N/liter 
MINH1UM REPORTABLE CONCENTRATION: 0. 005 mg N/liter 
SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLD: 0.01 mg N/liter 
FORMAT: Computer Line Printer Output with Magnetic Tape stor~gc 
REPORTED BY: Environmental Health Center 
Division of Laboratories and Rucla~rch 
New York State ·~epart'ment of Health 
.. 
'. nitrate ~~ N in water 
E.~._· · .. :::: ... 
3/1/75 
3 liters using a depth-integrating sampler 
Polyethylene pottle 
3 0 0-ml aliqu_ot, fi,l tered through a prewp.shed 
0.45 vm Millipore filter 
Filtered aliquo~ frozen at site in dry-ice 
chest 
Nitrate passed through a 'Cd-Cu Reductor' is reduced 
to nitrite which is reacted with sulfanilamide. ~He 
dipzo.compound is coupled with l-naphthylethylene dia-
mine ~o yield a highly colored azo dye. Its color 
int~nsity is measured spectrophot9metrically. 
T~chnicon AutoAnalyzer 
0.2-2.5 mg N/liter 
4 ml 
3.1% at 0.65 mg N/liter 
2.7% at 1.9 mg N/liter 
20 
NYSDH, APHA, EPA 
4, 8, 20, 21 
.... I\7T··,-.,:·- mg N/li ter J .• .... -' • 
0.2 mq N/li:ter 
?C::.._._~:...·:.:· ~ Computer Line Printer Output with Magnetic Tape Storage 
P.nvironmehtal Health Center' 
Division of Laooratories and Res~arch 
New-Y6rk State De~artment of: Health 
NITROGEN, nitrate as N in water PARAMETER # 000801 
Effective date 8/1/75 
A. SAMPLING: 
COLLECTION: 3 liters using a depth-integrating sampler 
CONTAINER: Polyethylene bottle 
PRETREAT~NT: 300-ml aliquot filtered through a .prewashed 
0.45 ~m Millipore filter 
PRESERVATION: Filtered aliquot frozen at site in dry-ice 
chest 
B. METHOD: 
< 2 days 
Nitrate passed through a 'Cd-Cu Reductor' is reduced 
to nitrite which is reacted with ~ulfanilamide. The 
diazo compound is·c9upled with 1-naphthylethyle~e di-
amine to yield a highly colored azo dye. Its color 
intensity is measured spectrophotometrically. 
INSTRUMENTATION: Technicon AutoAnalyzer 
RANGE: 0.03-0.7 mg N/liter 
QUANTITY ANALYZED: 4 ml 
PRECISION: RSD 18% at 0.067 mg N/liter 
8.3% at 0.25 mg N/liter 
INTERFERENCES: ~0 
STATUS: NYSDH, ~PHA, EPA 
REFERENCES: 4, 8, 20, 21 
C. DATA REPORT: 
UNITS: mg N/liter 
MINil1UM REPORTABLE CONCENTRATION: 0. 03 mg N/liter 
SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLD: 0.1 mg N/liter 
FORMAT: Computer ~ine Printer Outpu~ with Magnetic Tape Stor~9~ 
REPORTED BY: Environmen·tal Health Center 
Division of Laboratories and l~<.:;:>c.J..t-c;h 
New York ·state Department of Health 
.---------·--·. 
PHOSPHORUS, total dissorved· PARAMETER 
----:------a_s_P_i_n_~:::.~----··· _' ··----~----·--· t· 101201· 
'·· ~ffective date 3/li75 
A. SAMPLING: 
COLLECTION: 3 liters using a d~pth-integrating sampler 
. 
CONTAINER: Polyethylene bottle 
1 ,. 
~ 
.P~ETREATMENT: 300-mi aliquot filtered through a· prewashed 0.45-)..lm Millipore filter coated wi-th Celite 
PRESERVATION:· F,i,lte~ed ~liql,lot fr,ozen at site in dry-ice chest 
TRANSIT TIME: < 2 days 
B. METHOD: K2S2Ca in acid medium oxidizes orga~ic phosphorus to 
orthophosphate. 'l'he c;>;rthQphosphate is converted to phos-
phomolybdate and reduced to molybdenum blue by adding 
ascorbic acid. The intensity of blue color is measured 
spectrophotometrically. 
INST~UMENTATION: Bausch and Lomb Spect!r-ophot.ometer with 
digital printout 
RANGE: 0.002-0.l{)o mg P/liter 
QUANTITX ANALYZED: 50 ml 
PRECISION: RSD 9.3% at 0.021 mg/1 
INTERFERENCES 2.0 . ·--
STATUS: NYSDH, APHA, EPA 
REFERENCES: 7, 8, 17, 20· 
C. DATA REPORT: 
UNITS: mg P/liter 
MINIMUM REPORTABLE CONCENTRATION: 0.002 mg P/l.i:ter 
SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLD: 0.01 mg P/liter 
FORMAT: · Computer Line Printer Output with Magnetic Tqpe Storage 
REPORTEO BY: En.v,irom:I!ental Heal.th .-Center 
Division of Laboratories and Research 
Ne-w );"or.k .. State ._DeP.ar.tm~::1t- of Health 
. 
' 
PHOSPHORUS, total particulate 
as P 
PARAMETER 
# 107001 
Effective date 3/l/7S 
_l\. SA111PLING: 
COLLECTION: 3 liters using a depth-integrating sampler 
CONTAINER: Polyethylene bottle 
PRETREATMENT: 300-ml aliquqt filtered through a prewashed 
0.45-~m Millipore filter coated with Celite. 
Residu~ and Celite are resuspended in 10 ml of 
phosphate-free distilled water. 
PRESERVATION: Resu~pended resitlue frozen at site in dry-ice 
chest 
TRANSIT TIME: < 2 days 
' B. METHOD: A 4-ml slurry of the residue and Celite is digested 
with alkaline K2s2o8 . The orthophosphate is converted 
to phosphomolybdate which is reduced to molybdenum 
blue by ascorbic acid. The intensity of blue color is 
measured spectrophotometrically. 
INSTRUMENTATION: , Bausch and Lomb Spectrophotometer with Digital Printout 
RANGE: 0.002-0.10 mq P/liter 
QUANTITY ANALYZED: 4 ml 
PRECISION: RSD 14. 9% at 0. 2.0 rrtg P/li ter 
INTERFERENCES: 20 
STATUS:· NYSDH, APHA, EPA 
REFERENCES: 
C. ~ REPORT: 
UNITS: mg P/liter 
MIND1UM REPORTABLE CONCENTRATION: 0. 002 mg P/liter 
SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLD: 0.01 mg P/liter 
FOR...~AT: Computer Line Printer Output with Magnetic Tape Storag, 
REPORTED BY: Environmental Health Center 
Division of Laboratories and Research 
New York State Deoartment of Health 
-------------------------·--------·--.,---------------
PHOSPHO~us, orthophosphates as P 
in water 
Effective date 3/1/75 
' 
A. SAMPLING: 
PARAMET$ 
.# 106901 
,)_ , .. 
COLLECTIO~: 3 liters using a depth-integrating sampler 
CONTAINER: Polyethylene bottle 
PRETREATMEN~:. 3oo:....ml_ aliquot· filtered through a prewashed 
0.45-~m Millipore filter 
PRESERVATION: Filtered aliquot frozen at site in dry-ice chest 
; 
TRANSIT. TIME: < _2 days. 
B. METHOD: Orthophosphate is converted to phosphomolybdate and 
molybdate reduced to molybdenum blue with ascorbic acid. 
The intensity of blue color is measured spectrqphoto-
metrically. 
INSTRUMENTATION: Bausch and Lomb Spectrophotometer with 
Digital Printout 
RANGE: ,0.002-0.100 mg .P/liter. 
QUANTITY ANALYZED.: 5 ml (Celite slurry) 
PRECISION: RSD 4.8% at 0.025 mg P/liter 
14.6% at O.Ol3,mg P/liter 
I1'1'I'ERFERENCES: 20 
STATUS: NYSDH, APHA, EPA 
REFERENCES: 8, 17, 20 
C. DATA REPORT: 
UNITS: mg P/liter 
MINIMUM RF.PORTABLE. CONCENTRATION: 0.002 mq P/liter 
SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLD: 0.010 mg P/liter 
FORMAT: Computer Line· Printer Obtput with Magnetrc Tape Storage 
REPORTED BY: Environmental Hea~th Center 
Division of Laboratories and Rese~rch 
New Ydrk s'tate Depar.tment 'of Health 
. ---·-- ·~ -----· - . - - -- --·· ... 
CARBON, dissolved organic 
# 030501 
-·· ____.,._ ·--.... ----··-'I"··-·-··-
----- ... -· -·"" 
~~i~ctive date 3/24/75· 
.r..... Sk."lPLING: 
r. 
'-• 
COLLECTION: 3 liters using a depth-integrating sampler 
CONTAINER: Polyethylene bottle 
PRETREATMENT:300-ml aliquot filtered through a prewasned 
0.45-~m·Millipore filte~ coated with Celi~e 
PRESERVATION:Filtered aliquot frozen at site in dry-ice chest 
TRANSIT TI:V~E: < 2 days 
.''.:::rEG:): Orgq.nic carbon in the filtered sample is oxidized with 
K2S208 at 175~C and 8 Kg/cm2 pressure. The co2 pro~ duced is determined by infrareq measurement. 
INSTRUMENTATION: Carbon Analyzer - Oceanography International 
Corp. .• 
RANGE: 1-40 mg C/liter 
QUANT I';I'Y -ANA-L.Y ZED: · .§. ml ·· ·· ·· · · ·-
PRECISION: RSD 6% at 7.9 mg/liter 
INTERFERENCES: 10 
STATUS: EPA 
REFERENCES: 5, 8, 10 
DATA REPORT: 
UNITS: mg C/liter 
MINIHUM REPORTABLE CONCENTRATION: 1 mg C/liter 
SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLD: 1 mg C/liter 
FORMAT: Computer Line Printer Output with Magnetic Tape Storage 
REPORTED BY: . ' Env1ronmental Health Center 
Division of Laboratories and Research 
New York State Department of Health 
~ 
CARBON, particulate organic 
Effective date 3/24/75 
A. SA1-1PLING: 
' 
: P?.RAfJIETEl<. 
I 
·)···#030601 
COLLECTION: 3 liters using a depth-integrating sampler 
CONTAINER: Polypropylene bottle 
PRETREATMENT: 300-ml aliquot filtered through a prewashed 
0.45~~m Millipore ·filter coated with Celite. 
Residue and Cel'ite are resuspended in 10 ml of 
co2-free distilled water. 
PRESERVATION: Resuspended resid'ue frozen at site in dry-ice 
chest 
TRANSIT TIME: < 2 days 
B. METHOD: A 1-ml slurry of the residue and Celi te is oxi_dized 
with K?s
2
o
8 
at 175~G and 8 Kg'/cm2 pressure. This is 
followed by infrared determination of the C02 
produced. 
INSTRUMENTATION: Carbon Analyzer - Oceanography International 
.. Corp. 
RANGE: 0.13-6.0 mg C/liter 
QUANTITY ANALYZED: 1 ml (Celite slurry) 
PRECISION: RSD 14% at 1. 2 mg. C/li ter 
27~ at 0.9 mg C/liter 
INTERFERENCES: 10 
STATUS:· EPA 
REFERENCES: 5, 8, 10 
C. DATA REPORT: 
UNITS: mg C/liter 
MINIHUM REPORTABLE CONCENTRATION: 0.13 mg C/liter 
SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLD: Not available 
FORMAT: Computer Line Printer Output with Magnetic Tape Storage 
REPORTED BY: Environmental Health Center 
.Division of-Laboratories and Research 
New York ~tate Department of Health 
II 
, 
II CHLORIDE in wate-r I PARAME;'l.IER ·------~------------------------~l_-___ #__ oo-~-·b~~«~g-· ____________ __ 
Effedtive date 3/1/75 
A. S~PLING: 
B. 
COLLECTION: 3 liters using a depth-integrating sampler 
CONTAINER: Polyethylene.bottle 
PRETREATMENT: 300-ml aliquot filtered through 
0.45-~m Millipore filter 
,I 
PRESERVATION: Filtered aliquou frozen at s1te in dry-ice chest 
TRANSIT TIME: < 2 days 
METHOD: ·Thiocyanate· (-seN-)· .. ion···±s 1-ibe·rated from :jllercuric thio-
cyanate through sequestration of mercury by the chloride 
ion to form un-ionized HgC1 2 • In presence of ferric ion, 
the liberated SC~ forms a deep red complex in concen- · 
tration proportional to the original Cl- concentration. 
1 INSTRUMENTATION: Technicon AutoAnalyzer 
.. .... 
RANGE: 3-50~Ung Cl-/liter 
" 
QUANTITY ANALYZED: 4 ml 
PRECISION: RSD ' 2.3% at 8.3 mg Cl-/liter 
2. 9% at 3'8 mg cl-/li ter 
INTERFERENCES: 8 
STATUS.: EPA 
REFERENCES: 1, 4, 8 
C. DATA REPORT: 
UNITS: . mg Cl-/liter 
MINIMUM REPORTABLE CONCEN·TRAT-I.ON :- ·· 3 -mg Cl-/liter 
SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLD: lO 'mg Cl-/liter 
FORMAT: Computer Line Printer Output with Magnetic Tape Storage 
REPORTED BY: :Rn~.r.i.ron:nmAn.t:n.l HAal+.h r.~nt:Ar 
Division bf Laboratories and Research 
T\T<=>tA7 vn.rk ~t:ate Deoartment of Hea'l th 
SILICON as Si02 Pl-'.RAMETER 
# 013801 
Effective date 3/1/75 
A. SAMPLING: 
' COLLECTION: 3 liters using a dept~-integrating sampler 
CONTAINER: Polyethylene bottle 
PRETREATMENT: None 
PRESERVATION:lOO-ml aliquot frozen at site in dry-ice chest 
TRANSIT TIME: < 2 days 
B. METHOD: Si02 reacts with ammonium molybdate at pH 1.2 to form 
yellow mplybdosilicic acid. This is reduced by 
amino-naphthsulfonic acid to heteropoly plue which is 
measured spectrophotometrically. 
INSTRUMENTATION: Bausch and Lomb 400 Spectrophotometer , 
RANGE: 0.2 - 2 mg Si02/liter 
QUANTITY ANALYZED: 10 ml 
PRECISION: RSD ~3% at 0.3 mg Si02/liter 40% at 0.6 mg Si02/liter 
INTERFERENCES: 20 
STATUS: APHA, EPA 
REFERENCES: 8, 20 
C. DATA REPORT: 
UNITS: mg Si02/liter 
MINIMUM REPORTABLE CQN.CEN~RAT;E_ON: 0. 2 mg Si02/liter 
SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLD: 1·.·0 ·mg Si02/li ter 
FORMAT: Computer Line Printer Output with Magnetic Tape Storage 
REPOR';I'ED BY: Environmental Health Center 
Division of Laboratories and Research 
New·York State Department of Health 
-------------------·-·-·----..------
··---r---
SULFATE in water . I ~?ARAMETER 
··I· .. # 002401 
Effective date 3/1/75 
A. SAMPLING: 
B. 
. ' 
COLLECTION: 3 liters using a depth-integrating sampler 
CONTAINER: Polyethylene bottle 
PRETREATMENT: · None 
PRESERVATION:lOO-ml aliquot frqzen at site in dry-ice chest 
TRANSIT 'TIME:< 2 days 
METHOD: The reagent is equimolar BaCl and MTB (methyl thymol. blue 
By pH-control the Ba2+-indicator chelate is prevented from 
forming at first. After sufficient time is allowed for 
the precipitation of BaS04 the ·solution ±s made basic and 
the uncombined MTB is determined spectrophotornetrically. 
INSTRUM~NTATION: Technicon AutoAnalyzer 
RANGE: 2-30 mg S04 
2
- (liter _ 
QUANTITY ANALYZED: 4·m1 . 
PRECISION: RSD 3% at 30 mg so4 2-jliter 8% at 7.6 mg so4 2-/liter INTERFERENCES: 14 
STATUS: Experimental 
REFERENCES: 14 
C. DATA REPORT: 
UNITS: mg so4 2-/liter 
2-; . MINH1UM REPORTABLE CONCENTRATION: 2 mg S0:4 l1. ter 
S,IGNIFICANCE THRESHOLD: _1~ m_~ so4 2- /liter 
FORMA'l': Computer Line Printer Output with Magnetic Tape Storage 
REPOR';['ED BY: Environmental Health Center 
Division of Laboratories and Research 
New York State Department of Health 
I 
' ! 
--------------------
ARSENIC in water Pl'.RAMETER 
# 009301 
Effective date 3/1/75 
A. SAMPLING: 
COLLECTION: 1-4 liters using a depth-integrating sampler 
CONTAINER-: Polyethylene bottle 
PRETREATMENT: 5 ml cone HN03 added per liter ot sample 
PRESERVATION: Aliquot.·:frozen at site in dry-ice chest 
TRANSIT TIME: < 2 days 
B. METHOD: Arsen-ic is---reduced -to AsH3 .. by -zinc and absorbed in a pyridine solution of Ag-d1ethyldithiocarbamate to yield 
a red complex. Its color intensity is measured spectre-
photometrically. Predigestion is required if water sample 
is turbid or preserved by HN03. 
INSTRUMENTATION: Bausch and Lomb Spectrophotometer with 
Digital Printout ~ 
RANGE: 0.02-0.15 mg As/liter 
QUANTITY ANALYZED: 100 ml 
PRECISION: RSD 16.9% at 0.16 mg As/ldter 
INTERFERENCES: 20 
' 
STATUS,: APHA, EPA, USGS 
REFERENCES: 8, 11, 20, 22 
C. DATA REPORT: 
UNITS: mg As/liter 
MINIMUM REPORTABLE CONCENTRAT-I-ON:- -0. 0-2 mg As/liter 
SIGNIFICANCE- THRESHOLD: --0~-i--mg As/liter 
FORMAT: Computer Line Printer Output with Magnetic Tape Storage 
REPORTED BY: Environmental Health Center 
Division of Laboratories and Research 
New York State Department of Health 
CADMIUM in water 
~.i I I· PARAMETER 
.. 1··-- # .o 09 701 
I 
Effective date 6/11/75 
.,[ 
A. SAMPLING: 
COLLECTION: 1-4 lit~rs using p ~epth-integrating ~ampler 
... CONTAINER: Polyethylene .bottle 
I i·'l! ~~ETREATMENT: 5 ml cone HN03 added per liter d'f sample 
.I' 
,, I 
I, , ''I PRESERVATION: ~liquot frozen at site in dry-ice bhest 
,, 'I' 
TRANSITf, TIME: < 2 days 
B. METHOD: , ·, At.Qmie--abserpt=-ion· ·( 2-28-.-8 nm) 
I\' I, :' 
i.' 1., 'l1lij1fi 
INSTRUMENTATION: Varian AA-5 atomic absorption spectrophotomete: 
~ 
RANGE: 1·' 0·.·02-0.5 mg Cd/liter 
QUANTITY ANAL~ZED: 5 ml 
PRECIS,IB~~~I"' Not available 
' I I 
INTERFERENCES: 23 
USGS, EPA 
·,·· REFERENCES: 2 3 
I 
c. rlATA REPOR1: 
r--
UNITS: mg Cd/liter 
I 
MINIMUM REPORTABLE CONCEN.TRAT-ION :·-.- Q .•. 02 mg Cd/~iter 
. SIGN·IFIC~CE. THRESHOLD: o .. :. I mg Cd/li ter 
.'t' ltj ,, ! 
FORMAT: Compute~ Line Printer Output with Magnetic Tape Sto~ag' 
REPORTED BY: Environmental Health Center 
Division of Laboratories and Resea.'rch 
'New York State Department of HeaJ' th 
' 
t ~ !. N 
CALCIUM in water 
Effect.L"e date 3/1/75 
.. : PARAMETER 
··/· .. # 011401 
COLI .. ECTION: 1-4 liters using a depth-integrating sampler 
CON'I'AINER: Polyethylene bottle 
PRE7REATMENT: 5 ml cone HN03 added per liter of sample 
PRESERVATION: Aliquot frozen· a,t site in dry-ice chest 
TRANSIT TI~1E: < 2 days 
B. METHOD: Atomic absorption (422.7 nm) 
INST.RUM~NTATION: Varian AA- 5 atomic absorption spectrophotometer 
RANGE: 0. 5-3 0 mg Ca/li ter . 
QUANTITY ANALYZED: 5 ml 
PRECISION: RSD 12% at 30 mg Ca/liter 
INTERFERENCES: 8 
STATUS: USGS, EPA 
REFERENCES: 8, 22, 23 
C. DATA REPORT: 
UNITS: mg Ca/liter 
MINH1~TM REPORTABLE CONCENTRATION: 0. 5 mg Ca/li ter 
SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLD: 1.0 mg Ca/liter 
FOR.J.'1AT: Computer Line Printer Output with Magnetic Tape Storage 
REPOR'I'ED BY: Env.ironmental Health Center 
Division of Laboratories and Research 
1'\few York State Department of Healtl': 
CHROHIUM in water PARAMETER 
# 009801 
Effective da:te 3/1/75 
A. SAMPLING: H 
I ' 
COLLECTION: 1-4 liters using a depth-integrating sampler 
CONTAINE~·: Polyethylene bottle 
PRETREATMENT: 5 ml cone HN03 added per liter of sample 
1 PRESERVATION: .Aliquot frozen at site in dry-ice chest 
1
1 TRANSIT TIME: < 2 days 
B. METHOD: Atomic absorption (357.9 nm) 
. J 
INSTRUMENTATION: Varian AA-5 atomic absorption spectrophotometE 
, 
RANGE: 0.1-1.0 mg Cr/liter 
QUANTITY ANALYZED: 5 ml 
PRECISION: Not available 
INTERFERENCES: 8 
STATUS.: USGS 
REFERENCES: 8, 22, 23 
C. DATA REPORT: 
--
UNITS: .mg .. Cr/li ter 
MINIMUM REPOR'rl1J3L~ CQNCEN.TRAT:C.ON·: 0 • 1 mg Cr /liter 
SIGNIFICANCE. THRESHOLD: 1:·~ 0 mg Cr/liter 
FORMAT: Computer Line Printer Output with Magn,etic Tape Storage 1 
REPORTED BY: Environmental Health Center 
Division of Laboratories and Research 
New York State Department of Health 
·r 
' 
l
l .PARAMETER 
" # 011601 
COBALT in water 
:Sffective date 3/1/75 
A. SAMPLING: 
COLLECTION: 1-4 liters using a depth-integratin~ sampler 
CONTAINER: Polyethylene-bottle 
; 
PRETREA.TMENT: 5 ml cone HN03 added per liter of sample 
PRESERVATION: Aliquot frozen at site in dry-ice chest 
TRANSIT TIME: < 2 days 
B. METHOD: Atomj_c abs~r_ption . J ~ 4 9_~ 7 1}_!11) 
INSTRUMENTATION: Varian AA-5 atomic absorption s.pectrophotometer 
.. 
RANGE: 0.1-1.0 mg Co/liter 
QUANTITY ANALYZED: 5 ml 
PRECISION: 
INTERFERENCES: 8 
STATUS: USGS, EPA 
REFERENCES : 8 , 2 2 , 2·3 
C. DATA REPORT: 
UNITS: mg Co/liter 
I1INH1UM REPORTABLE CONCENTRATION: 0.1 mg Co/liter 
SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLD: 1.0 mg Co/liteF 
FORMAT: Computer Line Printer Output with Magnetic Tape Storage 
REPORTED BY: Environmental Health Center 
Division of Laboratories and Research 
New York State Department of Health 
1-------------------------,-----------------~ 
·i', . . COPPER in water 
\. 
Effective date 
A. SAMPLING: 
3/1/75 
PARAMETER 
# 009901 
COLLECTION: ' 1-4 liters using a d~pth-integrating sampler 
CONTAINER: Polyethylene bottle 
PRETREATMENT: 5 ml cone HN03 added per liter of sample 
PRESERVATION: Aliquot-- froz-en ·at sfte in dry-ice chest 
TRANSIT TIME: < 2 days 
B. METHOD: Atomic absorpt-ion ( 324. 7 nm) 
INSTRUMENTATION: Varian AA-5 ~tomic absorption spectrophotometer 
.. 
RANGE: 0.05-5.0 mg Cu/liter 
.. 
QUANTITY ANALYZED: 5 ml 
PRECISION: RSD 11.9% at 0.22 mg Cu/liter 
INTERFERENCES: 8 
STATUS: USGS, EPA 
REFERENCES: 8, 22, 23 
C. DATA REPORT: 
UNITS: mg Cu/liter 
MINIHUM REPORTABLE CONCENTRATION:- -o ~-o-s mg Cu/liter 
SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLD: 0.1 mg Cu/liter 
'FORMAT: Computer Line Printer Output with Magnetic Tape Storage, 
REPORTED BY: Environmental Health Center 
Division of Laboratories and Research 
New-York State Department of Health 
IRON in water 
Effective date 
A. SAMPLING: 
3/1/75 
PARAMETER 
# 010001 
COLLECTION: 
CONTAINER: 
1-4 liters using a depth-integrating sampler 
Polyethylene bottle 
PRETREATMENT: 5 ml cone HNo3 added per liter of sample 
PRESERVATION: Aliquot frozen a~ site in dry-ice chest 
TRANSIT TIME: < 2 days 
3. METHOD: Atomic absorption (248.3 nm) 
INSTRUMENTATION: Vp.rian AA-5 atomic absorption spectrophotometer 
~ 
RANGE: 0.05-1.5 mg Fe/liter 
QUANTITY ANALYZED: 5 ml 
PRECISION: RSD 18.4% at 0.14 mg Fe/liter 
INTERFERENCES: 8 
STATUS~ USGS, EPA 
REFERENCES: 8, 22, 23 
C. DATA REPORT: 
·-
UNITS: mg Fe/lit~r 
MINIMUM REPORTABLE CONCENTRATION: 0.05 mg Fe/liter 
SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLD: 0.1 mg Fe/liter 
FORl"iAT: computer· 'Lirie Printe·r ·Output with Magnetic Tape Storage 
REPORTED BY: Environmental Health Center 
Divis·ion ·of .. Laboratories and Research 
New York State Department of Health 
LEAD in water PARAMETER 
# 010101 
Effective date 6/11/75 
A. SAJ'.1PLING: 
~ 
COLLECTION: 1-4 liters using a depth-integratiny salltpler 
CONTAINER: Polyethylene bottle 
PRETREATMENT: 5 ml cone HN03 added per liter of sample 
PRESERVATION: Aliquot frozen at; site in dry-ice• chest 
TRANSIT TIME: < 2 days 
B. METHOD: Atomic ,Absorpt.i.on (217_ .. _0 nm.). 
INSTRUMENTATION: Varian AA-5 a.tomic absorption spectrophotol)lete 
, 
RANGE: 0.·1-2.5 mg Pb/liter 
QUANTITY ANALYZED: 5 ml 
PRECISION: RSD 73% at 0.2 mg Pb/liter 
INTERFERENCES: 23 
STATUS: USGS, EPA 
REFERENCES : 2 3 
C. DATA REPORT: 
UNITS: mg Pb/liter 
MINIMUM REPORTABLE CONCENTRATION: 0.1 mg Pb/liter 
SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLD: 1.0 mg Pb/liter 
FORMAT: Computer Line Printer Output with Magnetic Tape Stora 
REPORTED BY: Environmental Health Center 
Division of Laboratories and Research 
New York State Department of Health 
--------------·--------~----------------
r·V\GNESim1 in water : P.i".RAMETER 
# 0121501 
Effective date 3/1/75 
A. SAHPLING: 
·' 
COLLECTION: 1-4 liters using a depth-integrating sampler 
CONTAINER: Polyethylene bottle 
PRETREATMENT: 5 rnl cone HN03 added oer liter of samp!e 
PRESERVATION: Alic:iuot· frozen at site in dry-ice chest 
TRk~SIT TIME: < 2 days 
B • METHOD: Atomic absorption ( 2 8 5. 2 nm) 
INSTRUMENTATION:· Varian AA-5 atomic absorption spectrophotometer 
~ 
RANGE: 0.1-10 mg Mg/liter 
QU/\N'J'l'I.'Y 1\NJ\LYZED: 5 ml 
PRECiSION: RSD 4·. 8% at f'. 7 mg Mg/li ter 
INTERFERENCES: 8 
STATUS~ USGS, EPA 
REFERENCES: 8, 22, 23 
C. DATA REPORT: 
UNITS: mq Mg/liter 
i1INIMUM REPORTABLE CONCENTRATION:·- ·o~T mg Mg/liter 
SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLD: 1.0 mg Mg/liter 
FOR.WJ.AT: Computer Line Printer Output with Magnetic Tape Storage 
REPORTED BY: Environmental Health Center 
Division of Labq;r:-atories and Research 
New York State Department of Health 
1------·---
~~NGA~ESE in water PARAMETER # 010201 
Effective date 3/1/75 
A. SAMPLING: 
COLLECTION: 1-4 liters using, a depth integrating sampler 
CONTAINER: Polyethylene bottle 
PRETREATMENT: 5 ml cone HN03 added per liter of sample 
; 
PRESERVATION: Aliquot frozen at site in dry•ice chest 
TRANSIT TIME: < 2 days 
B. METHOD: Atomic Absorption (279.5 nm) 
INSTRUMENTATION: Varian AA-5 atomic absorption spectrophotomete 
.• 
RANGE: 0.02-2.5 mg Mn/liter 
QUANTITY ANALYZED: 5 ·ml 
PRECISION: RSD 12.5% at 0.11 mg Mn/liter 
INTERFERENCES: 8 
STATUS·: USGS, EPA 
REFERENCES: 8, 22, 23 
C. DATA REPORT: 
UNITS: ,mg Mn/liter 
MINIMUM REPORTABLE CONCENTRATION: 0 .• 02 mg Mn/liter 
SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLD: 0.10 mg Mn/liter 
FOR.~T: Computer Line Printer Output wj. th Magnet-ic Tape Stora 
REPORTED BY: Environmental Health Center 
__ .Division of.Lahoratories and Research 
New York State Departme~t of Health 
.. 
MERCURY in water PARAMETER 
# 0"10301 
Effective date 9/4/75 
A. .SAMPI_JING: 
COLLECTION: 
CONTAINER-: 
1-~ liters using a a~pth-integrating sampler 
Polyethylene bottle 
PRETREATMENT: 5 ml cone HN03 added per liter of sample 
PRESERVATION: Aliquot frozen at site in dry-ice chest 
TRk~SIT TIME: < 2 days 
:s. METHOD: Atomic abs_o:r:P.t..ion . .(2_~~.7 __ nm) 
INSTRUMENTATION: Varian AA-4 ato~ic absorption spectrophotometer 
~ 
RkNGE: 0.0004-0~0036 mg Hg/liter 
QUANTITY ANALYZED: 50 ml 
PRECISION: RSD 6.6% at 0.0017 mg_Rg/liter 
INTERFERENCES: 8 
STATUS·: USGS, EPA 
REFERENCES: 8, 22, 23 
C. DATA REPORT: 
UNITS: mq Hg/li ter 
MINIMUM REPORTABLE CONCENTRATION: 0.0004 mg Hg/liter 
SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLD: 0.001 mg Hg/liter 
FO&~T: Computer Line Printer Output with Magnetic Tape Storage 
REPORTED BY: ·Environmental Health Center 
Division of Laboratories and Research 
New York State Department of Health 
NICKEL in water P l'.RAMETER 
# 012801 
______________________________________ L_ __________ £-_~ ____________ j 
Effective date 3/1/75 
A. SAMPLING: 
,COLLEC.TION: 1-4 liters using a denth-integratinq sampler 
CONTAINER: Polyethylene bottle 
PRETREATMENT: 5 ml cone HN03 added per liter of sample 
. . -· 
PRESERVATION: Aliquot frozen 'at site in dry-ice chest 
TRANS!~ TIME: < 2 days 
3. METHOD: .J\tomic absorption ( 2 3 2. 0 nm) 
INSTRUMENTATION: Varian AA-5 atomiq absorption .spectrophotomete 
.• 
RANGE: 0.05-1.5 mg Ni/liter 
--
QUANTI~Y ANALYZED: 5 ml 
PRECISION: RSD 17.5% at 0.22 mg Ni/liter 
INTERFERENCES: 8 
STATUS: USGS, EPA 
REFE~ENCES: 8, 22, 23 
C. DATA REPORT: 
UNITS : mg N i/1 iter 
MINIHUM REPORTAB-LE C0~CEN''rAA'!'X,ON :- 0. OS mq Ni/liter 
SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLD: 0·. 1 mg Ni/li ter 
FORll"lAT: Computer Line Printer Outout with Macrnetic Tape Storage 
REPORTED BY: Environmental Health Center 
Division of Laboratories and Research 
New York State Depart~ent of Health 
POTASSIUM in water 
Effective date 3/1/75 
A. SA1'-1PI.ING: 
PARAMETER 
# 010401 
COLLECTION: 1-4 liters using a depth-integrating sampler 
CONTAINER:, Polyethy,lene bottle 
PRETREATMENT:5 ml cone ~No 3 added per liter Qf sample 
PRESERVATION:Aliquot frozen at site in dry-ice chest 
TRANSIT TIME:< 2 days 
3. METHOD: Atomic absorption (766.5 nm) 
INSTRUMENTATI0N: Varian AA-5 atomic absorption spectrophotometer 
. ~ . 
RANGE: 0.1-5.0 mg K/liter 
QUANTITY ANALYZED: 5 ml 
PRECISION: RSD 18.3% at 0.9 mq K/li~er 
INTERFERENCES: 8 
STATUS: USGS, EPA 
REFERENCES: 8, 22, 23 
C. DATA REPORT: 
UNITS: mg K/~it~r 
MINIHUM REPORTABLE CONCENTRATION: 0.1 mg K/liter 
SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLD: 1.0 mg K/liter 
FORMAT: com:pute,r JJine p·rinter Output with Magnetic Tape Storage. 
REPORTED BY: Environmental HeaJth~enter 
Division .. of -Labor-atories and Research 
New York State pepartment of Health 
... .. 
SODIUM in wate.r PARAMETER 
# 010701 
Effective date 3/1/75 
A. SAMPLING: 
COLLECTION: 1-4 liters usinq a depth-integrating sampler 
CONTAINER: Polyethylene'bottle 
PRETREATMENT: 5 rnl cone H~o3 added per liter of sample 
PRESERVATION: Aliquot frozen at site in dry-ice chest 
TRANSIT XIME: < 2 days 
B. METHOD: Atomic absorption (589.0 nm) 
. • .. 
INSTRUMENTATION: Varian AA-5 atomic absorption spectrophotomet 
.• 
RANGE: 0.5-100 mg Na/liter 
QUANTITY ANALYZED: 5 ml 
PRECISION: RSD 9.5% at 52 mg Na/liter 
INTERFERENCES: 8 
STATUS-: USGS, EPA 
REFERENCES: 8, 22, 23 
C. DATA REPORT: 
UNITS: mg Na/liter 
MINH1UM REPORTABLE CONCENTRATION: 0. 5 mg Na/li ter 
SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLD: 1. 0 mq Na/liter 
FOF<iV::AT.: Computer Line· Printer Output with Magnetic Tape Storage 
- '\ 
REPORTED BY: 'Rnvironmental HeaJ th Center 
Division of Laboratories and Research 
New York State Department of Health 
I 
I 
i 7-INC in water 
PARAMETER 
# 010901 
----------------------------~--------------------~ 
Effective date 3/1/75 
A. SN1PLING: 
' 
COLLECTION: 1-4 liters using a depth-integrating sampler 
CONTAINER: Polyethylene bottle 
PRETREATMENT: 5 ml cone HN03 added per liter of sample 
PRESERVATION: Aliquot frozen at site in dry-ice chest 
TRANSIT TIME: . < 2 days 
3. METHOD: Atomic absorption (213.9 nm) 
. .. -· 
INSTRUM~NTATION: Varian AA~S atomic absorption spectrophotometer 
RANGE: 0.05-1.5 mg Zn/liter 
QUANTITY ANALYZED: 5 ml 
PRECISION: RSD 8.~% at 0.23 _mg ~n/liter 
INTERFERENCES: 8 
STATUS:· EPA, USGA 
REFERENCES: 8, 22, 23 
C. DATA REPORT:· 
UNITS: irig Zn/li te'r 
MINIMUM REPORTABLE CONCENTRATION: 0.05 mg ~n/liter 
SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLD: 0 .10. mg Zn/li ter 
FOR.."1AT: Computer Line Printer Output with Magnetic 'rape Stora'''-~ 
REPORTED BY: ·Environmental Health Center 
Division of Laboratories and Research 
New York State Department of Health 
Sediment Analysis 
~lthough several sediment analysis schemes are available in 
the literature, the following flow chart has been specially developed 
' for fluvial sediments. 
Using a regular sediment sampler or plastic shovel, bottom 
materials are collected and placed in a plastic pail. After wet-
sieving with a 2-mm plastic sieve and discarding material > 2mm, 
the sample is split into several subsamples. Some are used wet, some 
air-dried, some oven-dried (105-ll0°C), and some frozen for preser-
vation. The wet-sieved (-2 mm) sample is used directly for extractable 
nutrients and for trace metals and other ions. The dried samples are 
' ground, homogenized, sieved through a 100-mesh plastic sieve, and 
stored for further analysis. The air-dried sample is used to analyze 
for carbon and such volatile elements as sulfur, selenium, arsenic, 
and mercury. The oven-dried sample is used for the analysis of nitro-
gen, phosphorus, and metals. 
Metals are analyzed for by first preparing a HN03-H2o2 -dige~ted 
extract of an oven-dried, sieved aliquot. A 50-ml stock solution 
is prepared from the digestate and analyzed directly or diluted to 
bring the solution concentration to the correct range for analysis. 
The statistical information presented for each parameter was 
obtained in this laboratory during 1975. 
The range reported refers to the actual working range used in 
this laboratory in routine analysis of ~arge numbers of samples. 
Minimum reportable concentration indicates the lowest result 
reported for an analytical determination. This value corresponds to 
an estimate of the result which is different from zero at the 95% 
confidence level. Results that are smaller than one-half the minimum 
-2-
reportable concentration are reported as "less than" values. 
Significance threshold represents the smallest value reported 
with two significan~ figure$. 
For all procedure~ described here blanks and quality control 
check samples· (either supplied by the National Bureau of Standards 
or secondary standards calibrated by this laboratory) are routinely 
analyzed. Periodic evaluation of procedures and computational methods 
is also done ~o~tinely. 
APHA 
EPA 
NYSDH 
RSD 
USGS 
Abbreviations us~d in this manual: 
American Public Health Association 
(United States) Environmental Protection Agency 
New York State Department of Health 
Relative Standard Deviation 
United States Geological Survey 
WATER COLUMN ANALYSIS 
' FIELD COLLECTION (3litera) 
I 
100-ml 250-ml 100-ml 300-ml 
SUBSAMPLE SUBSAMPLE SUBSAMPLE SUBSAMPLE 
J \ 
sO:· Si02 0.45-,~Jm 0.45~m 
4ml IOml CELITE CELITE 
FILTER FILTER 
l 
I l NTKN 
25 ml RESIDUE NNH3 NNo2 NNo3 SLURRY 
IN 10 ml 4 ml 4ml 4ml 
I 
ACIDIFICATION NPART PPART CPART ProT PoRTH CooL 
cone HN03 5 ml/1 2ml 4 ml I ml 50ml 50ml 5ml 
Cl 
4ml 
I 
As Ha Ca Cd Cr Co Cu Fe 
100 ml 50 ml 5ml 5ml 5ml 5 ml 5ml 5 ml 
Pb Ma Mn Ni K Na Zn 
5ml 5ml 5ml 5ml 5ml 5ml 5 ml 
NITROG~, total N in dry solids PARAMETER # 36008. 
ll 
Effective date 11/1/75 1j 
A.. SAMPLING: See,sediment analysis flow chart 
B. 
COLLECTION: Bottom sampler or:plast.ic shovel 
CONTAINER: Plastic pail 
PRETREATMENT: Bed material is wet sieved; material 
> 2 mm is discarded. 
PRESERVATION: Several split samples frozen and stored 
TRANSIT TIME: < 2 days 
METHOO: Air-dried, homogenized and sieved (-100 mesh). 
Sample is directly used for analysis in the 
P & E 240 CHN Anal~zer. Approximately 5-500 mg 
samples are used. 
INSTRUMENTATION: Perkin-Elmer 240 Elemental Analyzer 
RANGE: 0.010-20% 
QUANTITY ANALYZED: 5 ~ Soo nl'f 
PRECISION: 23% at 0.057% N 
INTERFERENCES: 15 
STATUS: NYSDH 
REFERENCES : 15 
C. DATA REPORT: 
UNITS: Percent 
MINU1UM REPORTABLE CONCENTRATION: O. 01% 
SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLD: 0.10% 
FORMAT: Co.mputer Line Printer Output with Magnetic Tape storc:.ge: 
REPORTED BY: Environmental Health Center 
Division of L'uboratorics and l~u.sQ.::trch 
New York Sta~e ~epartment of Health 
.. 
-----··----
... 
----~----··- .. 
PHOSP.HORIIB, ta:t=a:.l :q> ·,in -rlry. ··· 
solids 
Effective date 3/1/75 
-·-··--- -··--- ·------···-- ··-------- ··-- ·-----
# 036108 
.-A. SAHPLING: See sediment analy£is flow chart 
' COLLECTION: Bottom sampler or plastic shovel 
CONTAINER: Plastic pail 
ERETREATMEN~::Bed material is wet-sieved,and material 
> 2 rnm is discarded. 
PRESERVATION: Several split samples frozen and stored 
TRANSiT TIME: < 2 days 
::'3. ~m·::>HOD: -Alkaline K2s2o8 digestion of the homogenized (-100 mes:ti) 
:oven-dried sample results in orthophosphate formation. 
ne±ermined spectrqphotometrically by molybdenum blue 
;method. Approximately 0.2-g samples are used. 
INSTRUMENTATION:Bausch and Lomb 400 Spectrophotometer with 
· di·gital printa.ut 
RA1\IGE: 0.002 - 0.100 rng P/liter 
.QUANT.ITY ANAL.Y.ZED.: .0 • .2 g 
PRECISION: RSD 14.9% at 0.19 mg P/liter 
INTERFERENCES: 20 
-s'PAT G-&: 
-APHA, ·EPA 
. 
REFERENCES : 7, 8 , 9 , 17, 2 0 
C. DATA REPORT: 
MDUHUM REPORTABLE CONCE~~TRATION: 0.002 rng P/liter 
SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLD: 0.010 mg P/liter 
YOR.V.:AT: Computer Line Printer Output ..with Hagne:t.ic ,:.apc-.: S·.:;::. .. 
REi')ORTED BY: Environmental E•~al·th Center 
' 
"Division Of J .. abor..= .. .'i:orics ·uncl I{o.~' ~<.rr.ch 
New York Stu.tc !)c.:p<.J.ctmcnt uf :t~.:. i :.h 
CARBON 1 total in dr'y sb'lid.ff ·· ·· ···pp~RAMETER 
J #!36208 
Effective date 1/11/75 
A. S.AJ'1PLING: See. sediment analysis flow chart 
COLLECTION: Bottom sampler or plastic shovel 
CONTAINER: Plastic pail 
PRETREATMENT: Bed material is wet· sieved; material 
> 2 mm is discarded. 
PRESERVATION: Several split samples frozen and stored 
TRANSIT TIME: < 2 days' 
I 
! ~ 
I 
s. METHOD: Air-dried, homogenized and sieved (-100 mesh). 
Sample is directly used· for analysis in the Perkin-
Elmer 240 Elemental Analyzer. Approximately 5-500 mg 
samples are used. 
INSTRUMENTATION: Perkin-Elmer 240 Elemental Analyzer 
RANGE : 0 • 0 1 - 6 0% 
QUANTITY ANALYZED: 5-500 mg 
?RECISION: 20% at 0.5% C 
INTERFERENCES: 15 
STATUS-: NYSDH 
REFERENCES: 15 
C. DATA REPORT: 
UNITS: Percent 
MINIHUM REPORTABLE CONCENTRATION: 0.01% 
SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLD: 0.10%. 
FOR.li(P..T: Computer Line Printer Output with Magnetic rr.apG St.:-1~--.:e 
REPORTED BY: ·Environmental Health Center 
Division of Laboratories ~nd Research 
New York State Department of Health 
r---------------~--------
CARBON, total organic in dry 
sblici'~ 
1 .::?F .. RAMETER 
1 # 036208 
It #I 
Effective date'1 11/1/75 
A.. S.AMPJ_,ING :.. See sediment analysis flow chart 
COLLECTIQN: Bottom ~amp~er o~ plastic shovel 
' I 
I 20NTAINER: Plastic pail 
P~ETREATMENT: Bed material is wet-sieved,and material 
: · >. 2 mm is discarded. 
PRESERVATION: Several split samples frozen and stored 
B. METHOD: Air-dried, homogenized, and si~ved (-100 mesh) sample 
is directly used for analysis in the Perkin-Elmer 
240 CHN Analyzer. Sample ~s treated with phosphoric 
acid before combustion to decompose carbonates. ·Ap-
proximately 5-5,00 mg saptples are used. 
INSTRUMENTATION: Perki~-Elmer 240 Elemental Analyzer 
' . 
RANGE: 0.1 - 10% 
QUANTITY ANALYZED: 2 m:g 
PRECISION: RSD 6% at 2.2% C 
I 
INTERFERENCES: 15 
STATU9: NYSDH 
REFERENCES: 15 
C. DATA REPORT: 
J; 
I!. 
UNITS: Percent 
MINIHUM REPO~-f'ABLE -CONCEN-TRA~ION:-- 0.,10% 
1 SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLD: i 0.10% 
FORMAT: Computer Line Pr1nter Output with Magnetic ~ape Stor~0 
REPORTED BY: ';Environmental Health Center· 
DiVision of Laboratories and Research 
New York State Department of Health 
ARSENIC, extractable in· -·· 
sediment 
Effective date· 7/1/75 
A. SAI'I!PLING: See sediment analysis· flow chart 
. ' 
COLLECTION: Bottom sampler or plastic' shovel 
CON'l'A:CNE:R: P,tastic pai~ 
P:RE'l'REATMeN'J?; Bed m~terial is wet-sieved,'and fnaterial 
~ 2 mm is discarAed. 
-PRESERVATION: Severai Split s~ples frozen and stored 
I TRA~S!.T TIME: < 2 days 
. I 
'1 
B. METHOD: ·.Air-d;-ied, homogenized ann sieved (-100 mesh) sample 
is/ digested with 9onc H2So4 'and H202 and the· extract is diJuted. The silver aie~hyl dith1ocarbamate method 
~s used to determine As. Approximately 1-g samples are 
used and the volume of the extract is 100 ml. 
INSTRUMENTATION; :aausch and Lomb 400 Spectrophotometer with 
· digital printout 
.. . .. 
RANGE: 2-15 ~g As/q 
QUA~TITY ANALYZED: L g 
PRECISION: Not available 
INTERFERENCES; 11, 20 
STATUf? : APHA; USGS 
REFERENCES: 11, 20 
C.. DATA REPORT: 
.UN-ITS: l-!g As/g drv solid 
MINIMUM ·REPORT~LE CONCENTRATION: 2 J.~g·As/g 
SIGNIF.ICANCE TURESHOLD: Not avai·lable 
FORMAT;- Compu~er ·Line Brinter. Output wit:tl Magnet~c mape S'..:o:.:<.~>.:·~ 
I 
REPORTED BY: . ·J::Dvi·ronme~-: t.al Health Cen tet"" 
,t:>ivl:sion ci Laboratories and Researc.~ 
_ .·New York state pepartntent of H~alth 
'' 
------
--
-·~ ~---·:---:.~----···-· ................. ---· 
··------... -· ~~ 
-· C~LCIUM, extr~ctable in 
;if ••• , ..... ''\ 
sediment .If 011403'. __ -~-' ···----~--~---7~~~~~~------~----~~~~~~~~=-~~~~~.~ 
Effec-;:ive date 6/ll/75 ~ '• 
A. SAMPLING: .see sediment ana-lysls· flow chart 
' 
COLLECTION: Bottom ~amp_le·r or plastic ~nove! \. J 
CONTAINER: Plastic pail 
PRETREATMENT-:-.Bed m?tefial is wet-sieved;~nd material 
> 2 ~ ~s ~iscarded. 
PRESERVATION~ Seve~al ·split samples f~o~~ and s~ored 
TRANSIT TIME: ~ 2 days 
B •·· t METHOD: ·J.\'trOIJliC absorption ( 422_. 7 nm) . 
:·, , .... :: ,, Approximat~J..~ 0. Srg .s.amples .a:r;~ l;liges-t;ed ·wi tQ. HNOJ"-1!202· 
and the diqestate made to 50 ml .stock solution '\'lith · 
~is~~~led water.· - · J 
INSTRO~~NTATION:' Varicin AA-5 atomic ab'sorpt:·id%1 ·~pectrophotornete 
RANGE: 50-3000 U9 Ca/g 
QUANTITY ANALYZED: q.s g 5 ml digestate 
PRECISION: RSD 12% at 300Q,Pg Ca/g ~ 
INTERFERENCES: 2 3 
STATUS: Experimental 
REFERENCES: 13, 23 
C. DATA REPORT: 
UNITS: pg Ca/g dry sample··. ~ ••• ·~ i' • 
MIND1UM ~BPORTABLE -CONCEN!l'RA-T-ION':- ,\· .. S0"·1Jg. ·Ca/:t} .. _., 
SIGNIFICANCE THReSHOLD: fl00 iJg· :GJa;l.q·'f-. f'; ~ • •·· r" \,. 1,.. I. 
FOT'!'M"rro Computer .-Line 'Prl.nter .Out""u"f!1.'WiA::ri' r.ia"'. n~tic 'Tla:_.:;.:. ~-;:or.-z...~. J."\:.. ..:---; l."' "=' ..... 
REPORTED BY:· ' :Ertvironmental Health c-e·nter· -' 
Division of Laboratories and Research 
New .•York State Departrne!nt of Health 
l 
~. 
CADMI•UM, extractabl,e in P.l'~iU'-.:-1-ETE:h.i' .,
1 
)· 
----~~----s_e_n_1_·m_e_n~t-· ------~f~.·,~·'·-·'.;~<~:~{-J ___ #_. _o __ o_9_7_0_3 ________________ -~l' 
Effective date 6/11/75 
A. SAMPLING:. See s.edilnertt analysis flow chart 
B. 
GOLLECTION: Bo~tom sampler or plast~c shovel 
CONTAINER: Plastic pa•;i.l 
PRETREATMENT: Bed material is wet-sieved,and material 
> 2 mm is discarded. 
PRESERVATION: Several split samples. frozen and stored 
TRANSIT TIME:.< 2 . day·s 
Mr;:THOD: Atomic abs.orption (228. 8 •nm) Approximately 
samples are digested with HN03-H2o2 and the 
digestate made to 50 ml stock solution. 
0.?-g 
INSTRUMENTATION: _ V<:!-r_.i.an AA::- 5. _ ~ton.tic absorption spectrophotometer 
RANGE: (sediments) 3-21 llg Cc;i/g 
QUANTITY ANALYZED: 0.5 g 5 ml ~ige~tate 
PRECISION: RSD 5% at 19. 7 llg Cd/g 
t· ;INTERFERENCES: 23 
.. , 
t •. STATU~: · ·Experimental 
· REFERENCES: 13, 23 
C. DATA REPORT: 
,, I UNITS: llg' Cd/g dry sample 
MIND1UM REPORTAB_~E _ CQNCENTRATION: 2 llg Cd/g 
SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLD: 10 llg C.d/g 
FOffi1AT: Computer Line Printer Output with Magnetic 'J:'apa ·s-co::-asre 
·~REPORTED' BY: Environmental Health Center 
' I, 
,I 
Division of Laboratories and Research 
New York State Department of He~lth 
CHROMIUM, e'Xtraetable in 
sediment 
Effective date 6/11/75 
. .. . . -
---·--- -----------------. 
·- -- !--1?P.RAMETiffi 
f 009803 
A. S.M-1PLING: See sediment analysis flow chart 
GOLLECTION: Bottom sampler or plastic sbovel 
CONTAINER: . ,Plastic frail 
., 't; ·l . 
PRETRtATMENT: Bed· material is wet-sieved,and material 
> 2 mm is discarded. 
PRESERVATION: Several split samples frozen and stored 
TRANSIT TIME: < 2 days 
B. -METHOD: Atomic absorption ( 35 7. 9 nm) 
Approximately 0.5-g samples are digested with 
HN03-H202 an~ the digestate made to 50· ml stock 
solution. 
1 -~ 
INSTRUMENTATION: Varian AA-5 atomic absorption spectrophotometel 
RANGE: (sediments) 1_2-85_0 llg Cr/g 
QUANTITY ANALYZED: 0.5 g 5 ml ~igestate 
PRECISION: RSD 35% at 23 llg C~/g 
16% at 730llg cr/g 
INTERFERENCES: 23 
STATUS.: Experimental 
REFERENCES: 13, 23 
C. DATA REPORT: 
. . 
UNITS: llg ·cr/g dry s~ple 
MINIMUM REPORTABLE CQNCENTRA'r:):ON: 10 llg Cr/g 
-· . . . ,. 
SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLD: 100 llg Cr/g 
FOR."1AT': Computer Line Printer Output with Magnetic '!?ape Stor.:..\'r( 
REPORTED BY: ·Environmental I-nealth. Center· 
Division ~f Laboratories and Research 
New York State Department of Health 
----------------....,.,...---..--~ -------
COPPER, extractable in 
sediment # 009903 
Effective date 6/11/75 
A. SAMPLING: See. ·sediment analysis flow chart 
COLLEC,TION: Bottom sampler or plasti_c shovel 
CONTAINER: Plastic pail 
PR~~REAT~NT: Bed material is wet-sieved,and material 
> 2 mm is discarded. 
PRESEEVATION: Several split samples frozen and stored 
B. METHOD: Atomic absorption ( 324. 7 nm) 
Approximately 0.5-g samples are digested with 
HN03-~2o2 and the digestate made to 50 ml stock 
solut1on. ' 
INSTI\UM~NTATION: Varian AA-5 atomic absorption spectrophotometer 
RANGE: (sediments) 13-1010 ~g Cu/g 
QUANTITY ANALYZED: 0. 5 g 5 n:tl _digestate 
PRECISION: 
. 
RSD 14% at 15 ~g Cu/q 
6% at 92n pg Cu/g 
INTERFERENCES: 23 
STATU$: -EXperimental 
REFERENCES: 13, 23 
C. DATA REPORT: 
UNITS: ~g Cu/q dry sample 
MINIHUM REPORTABLE -CONCEN-TRAT-ION:- .S pg Cu/g 
SIG~IFICANCE THRESHOLD:' 10 pg C/g 
FOR!-'lA'!': Computer Line Printer Output with r.iagnetic Tape Sto:::::-c.ae 
REPORTED BY:.. ·.Environmental Health Center· 
Division of Laboratories and Research 
New York State Department of Heolth 
....... ------·----------~-·:-PA~~-E-.'I-'E-R----------~ 
IRON, :~~~:~~~b~~ in / * 010003 j 
'Effective date 6/11/75 
~. Slr.MPLING: ·see s"edi.ment analysis 'flow cnart 
J3D±±.om .sampler or p1astic .shovel 
B. 
.COLLECTION: 
CONTAINER: Plastic pail 
PRETREATMENT: ·Bed material is wet-sieved,and material 
> .2 mm ~s discard~ 
PRESERVATION: Sever?l split samples frozen and stored 
\ 
TRANSIT TIME: < ·2 days 
METHOD: A~omic absorption ~248,3 nm) 
A:Pproximp.t-ely 0~ 5-g samples _are di-gested with-
ifN03-~2p2 -and the ·dige-stat;:e made to 50 ·m:l 'Stock 
.solut1.on. 
INSTRUM~N~ATION: Varian AA-5 atomic absorption spectrophotomete 
RANGE: (sediments) 9 x +03 - 7.2 x 104 ~g Fe/g 
QOAN'I'ITY ANALYZED: 1). 5 q 'S rnl. di-ges'ta'te 
PRECISION: RSD ~~% .~t 1.1 x 104 ~g Fe/g 1.~'% at ,(5.1.-· x TI.ll4 ~g Fe/g 
INTERFERENCES: 23 
STATUS: :Experimental , I 
REFERENCES: 131 23 
-C. UATA REPORT: 
UNITS: ~g· Fe/g -dry sample 
:MINIHUM .REPORTABLE CQNCEN.TRA~10N.: .5 yg iFe/q 
SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLD: 10. ~·g Fe/g 
FOR:-1AT: Computer Line Printer Output with r-1aqnetic I'J'1ape Sto::-a9·, 
..R:e.P-OR!!'..ED J3Y : .En.v.i ronmen tal .He..a.l th Center· 
Division of Laboratories and Research 
New York State Department -of Health 
----:-----·-·-------
LEAP f· .extractable in sediment PARAME'EER 
. # 010103 l : 
_____ ) 
Effective date 6/11/75 
A. SAMPLING: See sediment analysis flow chart 
' 
COLLECTION: Bottom sampler or plastic shovel 
CONTAINER: Plastic pail 
PRETREATMEN~: Bed material is wet-sieved,and material 
> 2 rnrn is discarded. 
PRESERVATION: Several split samples frozen and stored 
TRANSIT TIME: < 2· days 
B. METHOD: Atomic absorption (217.0 nm} 
Approximately 0.5-g samples are digested wi~h HN03-H2o2 
and the digestate made to 50 ml stock solut1on. 
. .. . -- . ·-
INSTRUM~NTATION: _. Varian AA-5 .at·omic ahsorption spectrophotometer 
RANGE: (sed1ments) 10-770 ~g Pb/g 
QUANTITY ANALYZED; 0.5; g 5 ml.digestate 
PRECISION: RSD 40% at 21 ~g Pb/g 
2% at 75o··~g ~b/g 
INTERFERENCES: 23 
STATUS: Experiment-al .. 
REFERENCES: 13, 23 
C. DATA REPORT: 
UNITS: ~g Pb/g dry sample 
MINIHUM REPO~TAB~E_.(:_QNCE~~M~,.ION~ 10 ~g Pb/g 
SIG~IFICANCE THRESHOLD: 100 ~g Pb/g 
FORL'1l>.T: Computer Line Printer Output with Magnetic 'J?ape. Stor.=...c,:re 
REPORTED BY: ·.Environmental Health Center· 
Division of Laboratories and Research 
New York State Department of Health 
--·.--,----------------, 
1 MAGNESIUM, extractable in ... 
sediment 
Effective date 6/11/75 
.PARN-lETER 
# 012603 
A-# SAMPLING: See sediment anafysis flow chart 
COLLECTION: 
CONTAINER: 
Bottom sampler .or plasti_c shovel 
Plastic pail 
PR~1REATMENT: Bed material is wet-sieved,and material 
> 2 mm is discarded. 
PRESERVATION: Several split samples frozen and stor.ed 
TRANSIT TIME:< 2 days 
B. METHOD: Atomic absorption (285.2 nm) App~oximately 0.5-g 
samples are di·gested with HN0 3-H2o2 and the digestate 
made to 50 ml stock solution. 
INSTRUMENTATION: Varian AA-5 atomic absorption spect~ophotometer 
RANGE: 10 - 1000 ~g Mg/g 
QUAN'riTY ANALYZED: 0. 5 g 5 ml .digesta'te 
PRECISION: RSD 4.8% at 660 ~g Mg/g 
INTERFERENCES: 23 
STATUS.: Experimental 
REFERENCES: 13, 23 
C. DATA REPORT: 
UNITS: ~g Mg/g dry sample 
. MINH1UM REPORTABLE .CONCENTRAT-ION:- 10 ~g Mg/g 
SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLD: 100· llg Mg/g 
FORMP..T: Computer Line Printer Output with Magnetic 'Fape Stora~e 
REPORTED BY: Environmental Health. Center· 
Division of Laboratories and Research 
New York State Department of Hea.lth 
MANGANESE, extractable in 
sediment 
Effective date 6/l:I,/75 
PARAMETER' 
# 010203 
.'1\.. SAMPJ .. ING: See sediment analysis •fiow chart 
GOLLECTION: BOtto"'m sampler or plastic shovel 
CONTAINER: Plastic pail 
PRETREATMENT: Bed material .i:s ·wet""sieved,and·tnaterlal 
> 2.mm is discarded. 
PRESSRVATION: Several split samples fro~en and stored 
TRANSIT TIME:. < 2'. days 
:S •. METHOD: Atomic absorption { 2 79. 5 nm) Approximately 0 ~ 5-g. 
samples are digested with.HN03~~2o2 and the digestate 
made to 50 ml stock solutJ.on •. 
INSTRUMENTATION: .. va~ian AA~S ~tomic absorptioq spectrophotometer 
RANGE: 120-1800 ~g Mn/g 
QUANTITY ANALYZED: 0, 5 g 5 ml ~iges'ta.te 
PRECISION: RSD 14% at 150 ~g Mn/g 
10% at 570· ~g Mn/g 
INTERFERENCES: Not available 
STATUS.: Experimental-.. 
REFERENCES: 13, .23 
C. DATA REPORT: 
UNITS: ~g Mn/ g dry sample 
MINH1UM REPO~TAB~E _G9NCEN~M~.ION:~ 1 2 l.lg Mn/g 
SIGNIFICANCE T~RESijO;t.p :., ;10 llg Mri/g 
FOR.~Z~;.T: Computer Line Pri.nter Output with Ma'gnetic '!;'ape Stora.9"e 
REPORTED. BY': ·1tnvironmental Hea·lth Center· 
Division of Laoor·apor_ies and Research 
New:Y..brk State·Dep'artment of Hecl.th 
----------~~__.:.: -~----·· 
MERCURY in sediment 
< < 
Effective date 3/1/75. 
A. SA.1'1PLING: See sediment analysis flow chart 
COLLECTION: Bottom sampler or plastic shov~l 
CONTAINER: Plastic pail 
PR~TREATMENT: Bed material is wet-sieved)and m~t~rial 
> 2 rnm is discarded. 
PRESERVATION: Several split1samples frozen and stored 
TRANSIT TIME: < 2 days 
B• METHOD: Atomic absorption {253. 7 nm) Air-.dried, sieved 
(-100 mesh) sample is digested with H2so4 and KMnO~ 
and the extract diluted. Approximately I-g samples 
are used. 
INSTRUMEJN-TATION: Varian AA-a atomi.c, absorption spectrophotomet 
RANGE: Not available 
QUAN':i.'ITY ANALYZED,: 1 g 
PRECISION: Not available 
INTERFERENCES: 23 
STATUS: USGS 
REFERENCES: 23 
C· DATA REPORT: 
UNITS: ~g Hg/g dry sample 
MINIHUM· REPORTABL~ CONCEN'rRATION: ·No.1: av"ailable 
SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLD~ Not ,·available 
FOR"1ll.T = Computer :Line I?rinte_J;:" Output ~i th Magne,tic 'Pape Stc:c:.<,-
REPORTED BY:• ~nvi:ronmental _Health Center· 
Division of Labm:::.ator.ies and Research 
New York S4ate n~partment of Hc2lth 
·-------------~--..,.--..--
NICKEL t t bl . s d "m t · .P.l~?-Ar·1E'I'ER : • 1 ex rae a e 1n e ~ en · 
I # o1iao3 l.~---~------:-----------+------~~---~--....1 
Effective date 6/11/75 
A. SAMPLING: See sediment anaiysis flow chart 
COLLECTI~N: Bottom sampler or· plasti9 shovel 
CONTAINER: Plastic pail 
PRETREATMENT: Bed material is wet-.'sieved I ana material 
> 2 mm is discarded. 
P.RESERV~TIO~: Several spli~ samples frozen and stored 
TRANSIT TIME: ~ 2 days 
B. METHOD: Atomic absorption {232 •. 0 nm) App:r;-oximately p.S•g 
samples ·are 'd;i:gested with HN03-H202 and the 
dig~state.made to SO ml stock solutio~. 
INSTRUMENTATION: Varian AA-5 atomic absorption. spectrophotometer 
RANGE: (sediments) 5- 80·J.ig Ni/g 
QUANTITY ANALYZED: 0~5 g 5 ml digestat~ 
PRECISION: RSD 15%· at 30 ~g Ni/g 
10% at 73. ~g Ni/g 
INTERFERENCES: 23 
STATU&: $~perimental 
REFERENCES: 131 23 
C. DATA REPORT: 
UNII!'S: ~g Ni/g dry sample 
MINIHUM REPORTABLE .CONCEN.TRAT.ION: .. I 5 ~g Ni/g 
SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLD: 10 ~g Ni/g 
FOR.Mll.T: Cpmputer Line Printer Output with Magnetic 'Tla::>e Stori•"!·e 
REPOR'L'ED BY: Environmental Health:center· 
Division of Laboratories and Research 
Ne~ York State 9epartme~t of Health · 
:------~--.,.-------...:.....:..:.;;___ 
POTASSIUM, extractable in ··· 
sediment 
Effect.iv~ date 6/11/75 
PARM1ETER 
# 010403 
A. SAJ'-1PLING: See s~dim~~t aqalysis flpw chart·· 
COL:(.ECTION: Bottom s~mt>le:r:: or pl-as.ti.c shovel 
CONTAINER: Plastic pail 
_PRETRE..l\.TMEN'l': Bed material is. wet-sieve.d·; material 
> 2 mm is, ·discarded. · 
PRESERVATION:Sevetal split safuples f~ozen and stor~d 
TRANSIT 'l'IME: < 2 days 
B. METHOD: Atomic abso.rption ( 766. 5 nm) ApPt'Oxirnat~ly 0.~ 5-g 
:samples are digested with HN03-a2o2 and the 
digestate made td 50 ml stock solution. 
INS~RUMENTATION: Varian AA-5 atom~c ~b~orption spedtrophotometet 
RA~GE: 10 500 llg K(g 
QUANTITY ANALYZED: 0. 5 ·g 5 ~inl . dige'State~ 
PRECISION: RSD 18% at 90 ll~ K/g 
INTERFERENCES: 23 
STATUS: Experimental 
REFERENCES: 13, 23 
C. . DATA REPOR'I': 
UNITS: llg K/g dry sample 
MINIHUM REPORTABLE CONCENTRA'I'ION: 10 lHJ K/g 
·SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLD:· 100. ·.i.rg K/g 
. 
FORMAT: Computer .Line· Printer .Output .\Vi th Magnet:i,c rnaoG Si:or.:::u..: 
REPORTED BY: .. Environmental Heal -t;h Genter".. · 
Division of Laboratories and ~esearch 
New ~ork State ne~artment of He~lth 
SODIUM, extractable in sediment P J' .. RAMETER 
# 010703 
Effective date 6/~~/7~---
A. SAMPLING: 
.COLT .. ECTION: 
~ ' 
CONTAINER: 
See sediment analysis flow chart 
~ottom sampler or plastic shovel 
Plastic pail 
~RETREA~MENT: Bed material is wet-sieved,and material 
> 2 mm is discarded. 
I 
PRI;:SERVATION: Several split s,amples frozen and stored 
TRANSIT TIME:< 2·day"s 
B. METHOD: Atomic absorption (589.0 nm) Approximately 0.5-g 
samples are digested with HN03-H202 and the digestate 
made to 50 ml stock solution. 
-· ·-·· . . ·-
I~STRUMF:NTATION: -·Var-ian AA-5 -atomic absorption spectrophotometer 
.. 
RANGE: 50 - 10,000 j:!g Na/g 
QUANTITY ANALYZED: 0.5 g 5 ml· aigestat~ 
PRECISION: RSD 9.5% at 5200 Vg Na/g 
INTERFERENCES: 23 
STATUS: Bxperimenta2 
REFERENCES: 13, 23 
C. DATA REPORT: 
UNITS: ~g Na/g dry sample 
MIND1UM REPO~TAB~E _ c;9NCENTRATION: 50 ~g Na/g 
SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLD: · 100 ~g Na/g 
'FORMAT: Computer Line Printer Output with Hagnetic ~ape Storacre 
.REPORTED. BY: ·Environmental Health-Center· 
Division of Laboratories and Research 
New York State Department of Health 
1-...-_z_I_N_c_, _ex_t_r_a_c_t_a_b_l_e_J._· n_s_e-:-d_i_m_e_n_t .... · _,_,.~..j_P_. A-~-~-M_:_:.._.oE ...... 9~ ...... o_3...._--'"~"""' ... '-"-.. .:...· __._.-..:.;;;;..,..._~· 'j" 
Effective date ... 6/lJjJ!L 
A. SAMPLl:NG: 
COLLEC.TION: 
CONTAINER: 
\ See seQ.iment analysis flow chart 
aottom sampler or plasti.c shovel 
Plastic pail: 1 
PRE~TREATMENT: Bed material: is .wet-sieved;·and material 
· > 2 ~ is discarded. 
PRESERVATION.:, Several split sa'mples frozen and stored 
'l'fU\NSI'r 'l'H'lE: .< 2 .. days 
\~ 
I 
3. METHOD: Atoii)ic absorptioh .( 213. 9 nrn) Approximately 0. 5-g 
samples are digested w:i,.th HN03.::..H202 and the digestate 
Made to 50. ml ... stoc;:k s<:>luti.ort • 
.~NSTRUME:NTATION; var-ian AA-5· atomic ·absorption spectrophotometez 
RANGE: (sedimen.ts)l3-1'400 pg Zn/g 
QUANTI~Y ANALYZED: 0.5 g 5 ml digesta~e 
PRECISION: RSD 29% at F8 'h19 Zn/g 
28% at 1130 Ug Zn/g 
INTERFERENCES: 23 
STATUS: sxpe:;r-iment·al 
REFERENCES: 13, 23 
C. DATI\ REPORT: 
UNITS: ~g· Zn/g dry sample 
:": 
MINIHUM R-EPO~TAB~E _<:;QNCE~~~~~JON~. 5 li'g Zn/g 
SIGNIPICANCE ~HRESHOLD: ·10 'h!g Zh/g 
Computer Line Printer Olltput· with MagJletic n:ap.:.: ;-: .... C'.~ ::.-:( 
REPORTED B~: Env~ronmental Health·Center 
Division, of Laboratori~s and Research 
NeW1YO~~ Stqte Department bf He~lth 
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